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This invention relates;t0improvements in ap 
paratus :for applying a thin ‘uniform coating to a 
I'?al; Surface. The invention broadly stated com 
..prises .thcvutilization of the surface-tension of 

~ .5 the coating liquid to draw the liquid froma suit 
able source upon a relatively moving ?at sur 
face. 
More speci?cally the invention relates to im 

provements in method and apparatus for coating 
.10 ?at sheets or strips of flexible material, The 

invention will be disclosed herein with particu 
lar reference to the coating of ?at narrow sheets 
or strips of celluloid, or the like, with a coating 
of liquid nitro-cellulose, pyroxylin, or like ma.— 

1.5 terials, in which the solvent for the coating ma 
terial also ‘has an a?inity for the material being 
coated. It will be understood, ‘however, that the 
process is also adapted to coat any suitable ma 
terial, such as textiles, ipaperhsheet metal,‘ and 
various other ?at materials. . V 
In performing the method forming the subject 

matter of the presentinvention .a narrow capil 
lary column ‘of the liquidrcoating is caused to 
extend upwardly above the ‘normal level of the 
liquid in the reservoir and the ?at surface to be 
coated is passed‘ transversely across this column 
and in communication therewith in such man 
ner that the surface-tension ofethe liquid not 
only adheres to the moving surface to which it 
is applied, but by cohesion serves continuously 
to draw from the capillary column of liquid a 
thin ?lm which progressivelyadheres‘to the sur 
face as the movement of the sheet is continued. 
Any suitable means may be employed to .pro 
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, 35, duce by .capillarity an uninterrupted column of 
a-the liquid coating. This may be accomplished 
by providing two parallel plates having their 
adjacent surfaces in such proximity that capil 
lary action will cause the liquid between .the 

‘40 plates to rise above the normal level of the 
liquid and in proximity to the. upper edge or 
edgesoftheplates. If then the surface to be 
coated‘ is passedacross the upper ends of said 
plates at ‘a predetermined rate correlated to the 

45 viscosity of the liquid coating, after a line across 
the sheet has been moistened by the .liquid, the 
continued movement of the sheet will cause the 
surface-tension of the ‘liquid continuously to 
draw a thin ?lm of ‘liquid from the column pro 

50 duced by capillary attraction ‘and the progres 
sive adhesion of the liquid ‘to the sheet will form 
a complete and uniform coating thereupon. By 
‘maintaining the liquid level in the reservoir at 
such height that the column of liquid formed 

x55v bycapillary attraction willextend-to-or in prox 

‘ being coated‘; 

‘produced . by the ‘surface-tension of the liquid 

(Cl. 91-43) 

imity to the upper edge of the plates or walls, 
which form the capillary outlet or nozzle, a con 
tinuous coating ‘of the sheet moved at a uniform 
predetermined rate across and in communica 
tion with the column may be effected. 5 
The ‘process above de?ned may be performed 

manually, but preferably ,is performed by me 
chanical means adapted continuously to produce 
_a;._uniformly coated product. Suitable apparatus 
is illustrated in the accompanying drawings for ‘1,0 
coatingasheet of ?exible‘ material by the method 
above described which is particularly designed 
for the purpose of coating a ‘narrow sheet or 
strip ;of celluloid with a nitro-cellulose or rpy~ 
Vroxylin pigmented coating vof any desired color. 15 

‘In the drawings: 
‘Fig. 1 ‘is a diagrammatic view of an illustrative 

‘form of coating apparatus; 
‘Fig. 2 is an enlarged plan view illustrating a 

pairof guiding rollers for supporting a continu- 20 
. was ‘coated sheet with guiding means for spacing 
theqleads in such ‘manner that the progressive 
leads may not overlap, the rollers being spaced 
apart a sufficient distance to enable complete 
drying of the coated surface while supported by 25 
the rollers; . 

‘Fig. 3 is an ‘enlarged detail view in side eleva 
;tion of the reservoir for the liquid coating illus 
trating the manner in which the liquid is de 
livered to the reservoir and also showing in sec- 30 
tion the ‘sheet vbeing (coated; 

,Figaélpis an enlarged detail plan ‘view of the 
{reservoir shown ‘in Fig. 3, and illustrating in 
dotted lines thGcDOSltlOIl-Of the sheet which is 

a o: Cl 

Fig. 5 is a detail view upon a highly magni?ed 
scale showing the manner in which the liquid 
coating isdrawn ‘upon the sheet from the reser 
voir by surface-tension including capillary at 
traction; " and, 40 

Fig. 6 is-a detail sideelevation of the. reservoir 
and means for supplying the coating liquid there 
to with afloat-operated valve for controlling the 
supply lof liquid to .maintain a predetermined 
liquid ‘level in-the reservoir. " 

In the illustrative ‘embodiment of the inven 
tion shownin the drawings the sheet to be coated, 
which as shown is a narrow strip of material such 
as celluloid, is progressively fed by an endless n 
carrieracross the straight edge of one wall of a ' 
rectangular tank. A ?at plate is locatedrin the 
reservoir in parallelism with the wall over the 

b 0 

edge of which the sheet is passed and in such 
close proximity thereto that acapillary action is 
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against the end wall. 

upon the adjacent surfaces of the wall and plate 
which will cause a capillary column of coating 
liquid to extend well above the normal level of 
the liquid in the reservoir. ' 
The normal level of the liquid in the reservoir 

is maintained at such height that the capillary 
column of coating liquid intermediate of the end 
of the wall and plate will extend to or in proximity 
to the edge of the wall, so that after contact of the 
under face of the sheet or strip to be coated has 
been made with the capillary column, and the 
sheet progressively drawn over the edge of the 
plate, the adhesion of the liquid to the sheet or 
strip will cause the surface-tension of the liquid 
progressively to draw a thin ?lm of the liquid 
from the reservoir and cause it to adhere to the 
sheet, so that if the sheet is continuously moved 
across the edge of the wall and at a uniform rate 
of speed, a thin and uniform coating of the liquid 
will be applied to the sheet throughout its entire 
width of contact with the edge of said wall; 

Obviously other means may be employed for 
performing the method herein described. vThe 
mechanism particularly illustrated in the, accom 
panying drawings comprises a rectangular reser 
voir I for the coating liquid, supported in any 

‘suitable manner, having a flat side wall 2 pre 
senting a straight upper edge 3. A ?at plate 4 is 
located within the reservoir in parallelism with 
the ?atside wall 2 and in such proximity thereto 
that the capillarity of the liquid will cause a nar 
row column 5 of the liquid to extend well‘ above 
the normal surface 3 of the liquid in the reservoir. 
Means, hereinafter to be described, are pro 

vided for maintaining the liquid level 6 in the 
reservoir at such height that the capillary column 
5 of the liquid will extend to or in close proximity 
to the upper edge 3 of the wall 2. The under sur 
face of the sheet or strip of material ‘I to be coated 
‘is ?rst caused to contact with the capillary col 
umn '5 of liquid and then is drawn or passed pro 
gressively over the edge 3 at a. uniform speed in 
the manner illustrated in Fig. 5, thereby causing 
a thin ?lm of coating 3 to adhere to the sheet. 
As the degree of capillarity of different liquids 

varies in accordance with the viscosity of the 
liquid, means are provided for adjusting the po 
sition of the plate 4 relatively to the wall 2.’ As 
illustrated in the drawings each end of the plate 
A is provided with a;laterally extending ?ange 9 
provided with one or more horizontal slots l0 
which receives a bolt l I mounted in the end wall 
of the reservoir and provided with a nut l2 which 
when set up will clamp the ?ange of the sheet 

By loosening the nut 12 
the plate 4 can be moved toward or from the wall 
2 and secured in such adjusted position that with 

‘ a proper liquid level in the tank the capillarity of 
liquid coating of the particular viscosity will ex 
tend to or in proximity to the edge 3 of the plate, 
so that when the under face of the sheet or strip 
is brought into contact with the capillary column 
of liquid thus formed, the adhesion of the liquid 
to the surface of the sheet will, in co-operation 
with the surface-tension of the liquid, continu 
ously draw a thin ?lm of the liquid from the res 

' ervoir as the sheet is progressively moved across 
the edge. , 

In order to permit the liquid to enter the space 
between the plate 4 and the wall l2, the plate may 
be made of sui‘n‘ciently narrow width to leave a 
space between its lower edge and the bottom of 
the reservoir. Preferably, however, the central 
portion; of-the plate is, cut away to provide an 

'livered from the nozzle l1 will gradually flow 
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inverted V-shaped aperture 13 extending a coil 
siderable distance upwardly from the central por 
tion of the plate, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Any suitable means may be provided for main 

taining a proper liquid level in the tank to'enable 5 
the capillary column to extend to or in proximity V 
to the edge 3 of the wall 2 of the reservoir. ' One ' 
means, which is illustrated in Fig. 1,- comprises a’ 
tank l4 having near its bottom an outlet pipe 
l5, preferably provided with a shut-off valve I6 10 V 
and with a downwardly extending nozzle I‘! hav 
ing an adjustable needle valve I8 for accurately 
controlling the flow of liquid, and so positioned as 
to deliverthe liquid upon an inclined preferably 
V~shaped gutter I9, the lower end of which is sub-7 15 
merged in and preferably extends to the bottom 
of the tank in proximity to the opening in the 
aperture l3 in the plate 4. ' _ ’ 

By) reason of this constructionthe liquid de 

down the inclined trough or gutter l9 into the 
liquid without producing sufficient agitation to 
disturb the liquid level in the reservoir and, 
therefore, will not'aifect the uniformity of the 
capillary column. ' 
The reservoir may be provided with a suitable 

cover (not shown) to reduce evaporation of the’ 
liquid in the reservoir and to prevent the escape 
of volatile constituents of the coating liquid.’ 
While the mechanism above described for de- 30 

livering the liquid from the supply tank I4 to the ' 

25 

‘reservoir has been satisfactorily, employed, auto- ' 
matic ‘means may be provided for insuring the 
maintenance of the proper constant liquid level 
in the tank. A suitable automatic device of this 35 
character, is illustrated in Fig. 6"in which the 
nozzle I1 is provided with a valve 20 having an 
upwardly extending valve stem 2l‘provioled at its 
upper end with a cylindrical offset 22 which en 
gages a slot 23 inthe end of ‘a lever 24 which is, go 
fulcrumed upon a pintle- 25 at the upper end of 
a bracket 26 extending laterally from the body’ 
of the nozzle I1, the'opposite endof the nozzle 7 r 7 
having a slot 21'which is-engaged by the offset 
upper end 28 of a’ rod 29, the lower end‘ of whichigio 
is connected to a ?oat 3!! ‘partially immersed in 
the liquid in the reservoir. The rod 29 may be 
guided in any suitable manner as by a bracket " 
3| extending laterallyfrom the nozzle I1 and a 
bracket 32 mounted‘ upon the inclined, trough orgfao 
gutter l9. Obviously variations in the liquid level ‘ 
in the tank will raise or lower the ?oat 30 and 
thereby close or open the valve‘2il in such a man 
ner as so to control the amount of liquid deliv 
ered from the tank l5 as to maintain a constantj§5 
predetermined liquid level in’ the reservoir at all 
times. ' ' V ‘ 

Any suitable means may be ‘provided for caus 
ing the sheet or strip of material to be coated 
to pass over the edge 3 of the wall 4 of the reser-éi‘lo ' 
voir at a constant rate of speed and in close con 
tact therewith throughout the width of the sheet 
or strip. In the preferred construction illus 
trated herein, which is adapted to coat’ a strip of 
celluloid, or othersuitable material, and endless-£465 
feeding belt 33 is utilized. The belt 33 is mount 
ed upon rollers 34 and 35, one of which, prefer 
ably the roller 35, is driven at a uniform speed. 
The belt 33 is arranged at a suitable’ angle to the ,. ' 
horizontal and is so positioned as to press the 

- strip 1 ?rmly against the upper edge 3 of the wall 
2 throughout the entire width of the strip. Pref 

' erably the belt 33 is of considerably less width 
than the strip and does not contact with the edge :15 
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20f rthe 'wall thereby ‘avoiding 'the accumulation 
.of any 20f the ‘liquid :coating upon the :belt and 
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consequent 11f ‘the belt. 1 
"fI‘hessheet =.or strip 1 :is drawn from :a :roll 36 

over .22. :guide :roll .31 which presses :against the 
.lupp'erlead :of the endless vbelt 133 ‘in advance of 
themoll 34, so _that the strip is maintained in 
proper frictional :contact with the vbelt 33 asit 
ispasses around the :rolls 3A and the i-rolls 35 and 
throughout ‘the length :of the 'lower lead of the 
1belt Ibetweensaid rolls. Desirablya cleaner 35.1: 
is positioned to engage the face .of the sheet'or 
"stripttoibe coated-land remove therefrom any dust ‘ 
or "foreign matter which may have accumulated 
“upon'the strip. ‘ 

vsuitable'means may :be provided for dry 
iin'gthe coating upon the Estrip after it is deliv 
fere'd ‘from vthe r011 35. :As illustrated ‘herein the 
strip -'I', ‘after leaving the belt->33 ‘at a tangent to 
the roll ‘35,1'is Tled over a roll 38, thence over'a 
‘roll 139 'looatedat a considerable distance from 
the rolli‘a‘B. “The irolls 38 and 39 may be of any 
desired length and the strip guided progressively 
over thes'eirollsasiillustratedein‘Fig. 2. Any suit 
able ‘means may bra-provided for guiding the strip 
so that it will not contact or overlap as it passes 
progressively over the rolls 38 and 39. A conven 
ient means, which is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, 
comprises bars 48 located at suitable distances 
from the lines of contact of the strip with its re 
spective rolls and provided with pins 4| so posi 
tioned as to engage the edges of the strip as it 
progressively approaches the respective rolls and 
thereby so to direct the strip upon the rolls as 
to prevent contact of adjacent portions of the 
strip. 
The rolls may be placed such distances apart 

and the strip carried around the rolls a sufficient 
number of times to permit complete drying of 
the coating. The dried coated strip 1 may then 
be led to and wound upon a suitable ‘winding 
or storage roll 42. The winding roll 42 and the 
rolls 38 and 39 may be driven in any suitable 
manner to maintain the proper tension upon the 
strip 1 as will be readily understood by those 
skilled in the art. 
The apparatus disclosed herein is one which 

has been employed in the coating of strips of 
?exible material, such as celluloid, with a pig 
mented pyroxylin or cellulose coating, but obvi 
ously may be and has been employed for coat 
ing other sheets or strips of flexible material in 
cluding fabric, ?exible steel strips, and the like. 
Obviously, the method may be employed to coat 
any ?at surface with a suitable liquid adherent 
to the surface and of such viscosity that the 

' surface-tension of the liquid will insure continu 
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ous delivery of the liquid from the reservoir to 
the surface of a sheet moved at a substantially 
uniform speed across the straight edge of the 
wall of the reservoir in communication with a 
capillary column of liquid of the character above 
described. 

It will be understood that the particular mech- I 
anism disclosed herein for performing the meth 
od above described is of an illustrative character 
and that other suitable types of apparatus may 
be employed within the meaning and scope of the 
following claims. 
Having thus described the invention, what is 

claimed as new, and desired to be secured by Let 
ters Patent, is: 

1. Apparatus for coating a ?at surface of ma 
terial with liquid which comprises a reservoir 
having a flat Wall presenting a straight edge, a 

i?at plate .‘located within ‘said ‘reservoir in paral 
lelismwith said flat wall .and iinzsuch proximity 
thereto as to produce by capillarity a column of 
:liquid therebetween, means for maintaining the 
liquid in the ‘reservoir at such level that said, 
:capillary :column will extend approximately to 
.the upper edge of the ?at wall of the reservoir, 
means for moving the .surface of the sheet in 
contact with said edge and thence in communi 
cation with said liquid column only, whereby a 
‘thin uniform ?lm of said liquid will be drawn 
from said‘reservoir upon said surface by the sur 
face tensionof the liquid, and means for adjust 
‘ing the ?at plate relatively to said ?at wall in 
correlation to variations in the capillary charac 
teristics of different liquids. 

'2. Apparatus for coating a sheet of ?exible 
material with liquid comprising a reservoir hav 
ing a '?at‘wall presenting a straight edge, a ?at 
‘plate located'within said reservoir in parallelism 
withsaid ?at wall and in such proximity thereto 
as to produce by capillarity a column of liquid 
therebetween, means for maintaining the liquid 
in the ‘reservoir at such level that said capillary 
column will extend approximately to the upper 
edge of the ?at wall of the reservoir, and means 
for continuously moving the lower surface of said 
sheet across the upper edge of said flat wall in 
an upwardly inclined plane and thence in com 
munication with said liquid column only, whereby 
a thin uniform ?lm of said liquid will be drawn 
from said reservoir upon said surface by the sur 
face tension of the liquid. 

3. Apparatus for coating a sheet of ?exible 
material with liquid comprising a reservoir hav 
ing a ?at wall presenting a straight edge, a flat 
plate located within said reservoir in parallelism 
with said ?at wall and in such proximity there 
to as to produce by capillarity a column of liquid 
therebetween, means for maintaining the liquid 
in the reservoir at such level that said capillary 
column will extend approximately to the upper 
edge of the flat wall of the reservoir, and means 
for feeding the sheet of ?exible material com 
prising an upwardly inclined ?exible endless belt 
of narrower width than the width of said sheet 
positioned to maintain the lower surface of the 
sheet in uniform contact with the straight edge 
of said ?at wall and thence in communication 
with the capillary column of said liquid. 

4. Apparatus for coating a narrow sheet of 
flexible material with liquid comprising a reser 
voir having a. ?at wall presenting a straight edge, 
a ?at plate located within said reservoir in par 
allelism with said ?at wall and in such proximity 
thereto as to produce by capillarity a column of 
liquid therebetween, means for feeding said nar 
row sheet comprising an inclined endless belt 
having its lower lead engaging the upper ?at 
edge of said reservoir, means for guiding the 
narrow sheet in frictional engagement with said 
endless belt, whereby said endless belt will main 

' tain the surface of the sheet in close contact with 
the upper edge of the reservoir and thence in 
communication with the capillary column of said 
liquid, and means for supporting the traveling 
coated sheet a su?icient time to permit the dry 
ing of the coating thereof. 

5. Apparatus for coating 2. narrow sheet of ?ex 
ible material with liquid comprising a reservoir 
having a flat wall presenting a straight edge, a 
?at plate located within said reservoir in paral 
lelism with said ?at wall and in such proximity 
thereto as to produce by capillarity a column of 
liquid therebetween, means for feeding said nar 
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row sheet comprising an inclined endless ‘belt 
having its lowerlead engaging the upper ?at edge 

7 of said ‘reservoir; means for guiding the narrow 
v sheet in frictional engagement with said endless 
belt, whereby said endless belt will maintain the 
surface of the’ sheet in close contact with the 
upper edge of the reservoir and thence in com 
munication with thecapillary column of said liq 
uid, and means for supporting thetraveling coated 
sheet a sum-cie-nt time to‘permit the drying of the 
coating thereof,‘ comprising supporting rollers 
spaced apart asui?cient distance to- permit com 
plete drying of the coating during its passage over 
them, and guiding means for preventing: over 
lapping of successive leads of the sheets around 
said rollers. >_ V V 

6. Apparatus for coating a ?at surface of ma 
terial with liquid which comprises ‘a reservoir 
for-liquid, means for producing fromvthe liquid 
vby capillary attraction a narrow straight column 
of said liquid, means for moving the surface to 
be coated transversely across and in continuous 
communication with said column, and means. for 
feeding liquid to said reservoir including an in 
clined gutter extending into the liquid of .said 

2,046,596 
reservoir, and means for delivering 'liquid'upon 

- said gutter at a su?icientl'rateto maintain the 
liquid level inthe' reservoir‘ at such height that 
the capillary column of liquid wi1l:extend=into 

s proximity to the edge of- saidi?at wall and in com-‘r 
munication with the surface ‘of said 'materiaL' 

7. Apparatus for coating a flat, surface of ma 
terial withliquid which comprises a- reservoir for 
liquid, means for producing from'the liquid by 
capillary attraction’ a narrow straight column ofv 
said liquid, means for moving the'surface to becoat 
ed transversely across'and in continuous commu 

‘ nication with said column, means for feeding liq 
uid to said reservoir including’ aninclined gutter 
extending into the liquid of said reservoir,.,~a 
source of supply of liquid, a conduit leading from ' 

' said source to said gutter, a valve in said conduit 
and a ?oat carried by’ the liquid of. said reservoir 

_ connected to said valve operable to causeisuch 
actuation of the valve as to maintain such liquid 20 
level in the reservoir at such heightthat the cap 
illary column of liquid will extend into proximity ' 
to, the edge of said vflat wall and in cornmunicaé 
tion with the surface of said materiah j ~ 
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